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Econometrics-Alchemy or Science?
By DAVID F. HENDRY
The London School of Economics

I. ALCHEMY AND SCIENCE

While there are many distinguished precedents for public lectures at the
School being discourses about subjects on which the speaker is an evident
amateur, I do not intend to discuss at length either "Scientific Method" or the
general relationshipbetween "Alchemy" and "Science". No doubt my colleagues
in the Philosophy and Scientific Method Department will be greatly relieved.
Nevertheless, some background will be useful, especially to distinguish
connotativefrom denotative aspects of "alchemy"and "science".
Alchemy denotes the putative art of transmutingbase metals into noble ones,
a possibility implicit in Greek theories of matter; as such, alchemical experiments
helped focus chemical effort and could be interpretedas embryonic systematic
chemistry. In this sense, my question is simply a matter of timing-after all, the
title does not juxtapose astrology and science!
The familiarconnotations of alchemy are less happy, and are well represented
by Ben Jonson's erudite comedy The Alchemist (1612) with its bogus and
obscurantist"puffer"(so-called from the phreneticuse of bellows in transmutation
attempts) called Subtle. That the pejorative sense is now dominant may derive
partly from the mystical associations of the quest for the "Philosophers' Stone"
and partly.from"recipes"for simulatinggold using alloys of base metals; intended
to deceive the public, such recipes may well have deceived many alchemists
themselves. The relevance of these comments to the currentstate of econometrics
will be apparentshortly.
Precisely what "science" denotes is remarkably unclear, but the present
mental associations of objectivity and progress ensure that simply using this
prestigious epithet confers an air of authority; to wit, the London School of
Economics and Political Science-would anyone attend the London School of
Economics and Political Alchemy? Parenthetically,the implicationof authorityis
rather odd given that the fifteenth-centuryrevival of science in western Europe
was a reaction against argumentby authority.In any case, the high reputationof
the physical sciences may decline in the next decade should public expectations on
environmental control remain unfulfilled; if there are many more nuclear
accidents, we may yet be glad to be called "political economists" rather than
"economic scientists".
What is this thing called Science? (See the excellent text by Chalmers, 1976.)
During an address under the shadows of Sir Karl Popper and the late Imre
Lakatos, whose distinguishedcontributionshave revolutionizedour understanding
of "Science", there is a distinct risk of yielding several hostages to fortune by
trespassing on a debate that has- flourished since Francis Bacon (see Popper,
1968, 1969; and Lakatos, 1974). This danger notwithstanding, an adequate if
condensedview is as follows.
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Science is a public process. It uses systems of concepts called theories to help
interpretand unify observation statements called data; in turn the data are used to
check or "test" the theories. Theory creation may be inductive,but demonstration
and testing are deductive, although in inexact subjects, testing will involve
statistical inference. Theories that are at once simple, general and coherent are
valued as they aid productive and precise scientific practice. In particular,
restrictiveness increases the hazards of possible rejection and hence augments
"plausibility" if disconfirmation does not occur. Although objectivity and
potential falsifiabilityagainst data are crucial to science, in practice observations
are theory-dependent,rejections can be rationalized (often leading to degenerate
research programmes), and even when evidence is highly unfavourable and
reasonable alternativetheories exist, views are usually changed only slowly: after
all, we are discussing a human endeavour!As Baron Turgot expressed the matter
in 1749: "Suppositions which are arrived at on the basis of a small number of
poorly understood facts yield to suppositions which are less absurd, although no
more true" (Meek, 1973, p. 45). The history of natural science (for example,
Mason, 1962) provides many instances of ideas derided at conception which are
taken as axiomatic later, and Kuhn (1962) has argued that science actually
progresses through "revolutionary" changes in basic theoretical frameworks
brought about by cumulative failures to solve problems. Note that in this
characterization experimentation may be a useful, but is not an essential,
attribute.
Alchemy could well have remained "scientific"-perhaps as a degenerate
research programmeor a rejectedtheory-but instead it seems to have turned to
mysticism and away from objectivity. Stanislas de Rola (1973) argues that the
unfortunateconnotations of alchemy are undeservedsince "immaturescience" is
a false interpretation of alchemy and "true" alchemy is actually a secret art
strivingfor the "absolute".Feel free to choose the intendedmeaning of "Alchemy"
in my title!

II. ECONOMETRICS

Unfortunately,I must now try to explain what "econometrics"comprises. Do
not confuse the word with "econo-mystics" or with "economic-tricks",nor yet
with "icon-ometrics".While we may indulgein all of these activities, they are not
central to the discipline.Nor are econometriciansprimarilyengaged in measuring
the heights of economists.
A more accurate idea of the subject is provided in the constitution of the
Econometric Society, founded in 1930, which defined its main objectives as "the
advancement of economic theory in its relation to statistics and mathematics"
(Econometrica, 1933, p. 1). In this broad sense, econometrics commences an
analysis of the relationshipsbetween economic variables (such as quantities and
prices, incomes and expenditures, etc.) by abstracting the main phenomena of
interest and stating theories thereof in mathematical form. The empirical
usefulness of the resulting "models" is evaluated using statistical information of
supposed relevance, and econometrics in the narrow sense (used hereafter)
concerns the interpretation and analysis of such data in the context of
"established"economic theory.
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Thus, econometric theory is the study of the properties of data generation
processes, of techniques for analysing economic data, methods of estimating
numerical magnitudes of parameters with unknown values, and procedures for
testing economic hypotheses; it plays an analogous role in primarily nonexperimental disciplines to that of statistical theory in inexact experimental
sciences (for example Blalock, 1961). As expressed by Wold (1969),
"Econometrics is seen as a vehicle for fundamental innovations in scientific
method, above all, in the development of operative forecasting procedures in
non-experimentalsituations." In Wold's view, econometrics needs to overcome
both a lack of experimentation(which precludesreproducibleknowledge) and the
passivity of forecasts based on extrapolativemethods.
Applied and empirical econometrics are sometimes regarded as separate
"engineering"branches of the subject, literally involving the mere application of
standardstatistical methods to economic data. Since, to quote Frisch (1933), "the
mutual penetrationof quantitativeeconomic theory and statistical observation is
the essence of econometrics", the greatest loss from our inability to experiment
may be the artificial divisions it promotes between data collectors, data users,
econometrictheorists and mathematicaleconomists.
The need for quantitativeempirical knowledge to answer questions involving
changes in economic variables has been adequately promulgatedby Schumpeter
(1933) and Phillips (1956) (the former argued that economics is really the most
quantitativeof all the sciences since economic quantities are made numerical by
life itself whereas other subjects had to invent their measurementprocesses). For
predicting the consequences of changes, forecasting likely future outcomes and
controllingvariablesto attain objectives, econometricmodels play a centralrole in
modern economics. Substantial resources have been devoted to empirical
macroeconometric models which comprise hundreds or even thousands of
statistically calibrated equations, each purportingto represent some autonomous
facet of the behaviour of economic agents such as consumers and producers, the
whole intendedto describe accuratelythe overall evolution of the economy.
Despite its obvious potential, econometrics has not had an easy time from
many who have made major contributions to the development of economics,
beginning from Keynes' famous review in 1939 of Tinbergen'sbook, Statistical
Testing of Business-Cycle Theories. In an oft-quoted passage in his Comment
(1940, p. 156) Keynes accepts that Tinbergen's approach is objective but
continues:
"No one couldbe morefrank,morepainstaking,morefree fromsubjectivebias or
parti pris than ProfessorTinbergen.Thereis no one, therefore,so far as human
qualitiesgo, whomit wouldbe saferto trustwithblackmagic.Thatthereis anyoneI
wouldtrustwithit at the presentstage,or thatthisbrandof statisticalalchemyis ripe
to become a branchof science,I am not yet persuaded.But Newton, Boyle and
Locke all playedwith Alchemy.So let him continue.[Keynes, 1940, p. 156; my
italics].
It is interestingto record the following quotation from Geoffrey Keynes (1946):
"Newton was not the first of the Age of Reason. He was the last of the magicians
... an unbridled addict [of alchemy] ... [during] the very years when he was

composing the Principia." Oh that econometrics had such alchemists as Newton!
Again the issue is one of timing since Keynes, despite his trenchant criticisms,
does not liken econometrics to a theoryless reading of entrails as some seem to
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believe. (For a fuller discussion of Keynes' views on econometrics, see Patinkin,
1976.) Notwithstanding Keynes' comments, Tinbergenwas laterjoint recipientof
the first Nobel Prize in economics.
An echo of this debate recurs in the early 1970s. For example, following a
sharpcritiqueof mathematicaleconomics as having "no links with concrete facts",
Worswick (1972) suggests that some econometriciansare not "engaged in forging
tools to arrange and measure actual facts, so much as making a marvellous array
of pretend-tools" (my italics). In the same issue of the Economic Journal, Phelps
Brown (1972) also concludes against econometrics, commenting that "running
regressions between time series is only likely to deceive". Added to these
innuendoes of "alchemical" practices, Leontief (1971) has characterized
econometrics as "an attempt to compensate for the glaring weakness of the data
base available to us by the widest possible use of more and more sophisticated
statistical techniques". To quote Hicks, "the relevance of these methods [i.e.
econometrics] to economics should not be taken for granted; ... [Keynes] would
not have been surprisedto find that ... econometrics is now in some disarray"
(1979, p. xi). With the manifest breakdown in the early 1970s of the large
empiricalmacro-econometricsystems, outside scepticism does not bear mention.
Rather than abandon the study of econometrics or reply to those criticismsby
quoting equally eminent authoritieswho hold more favourableviews (for example,
Koopmans, 1957, 1979; and Stone, 1951), I should like instead to demonstrate
the scientificstatus of econometricsby first showing alchemy at work empirically.
This will enable us to understandthe sense in which the quoted criticismsare valid,
and by explainingwhy various apparentlyalchemicalresults are obtained en route
my approach will suggest constructive strategies for enhancing the role of
scientificmethod in econometrics.
So let us practise alchemy!
III.

ECONOMETRICS AS ALCHEMY

Econometricians have found their Philosophers' Stone; it is called regression
analysis and is used for transformingdata into "significant"results! Deception is
easily practised from false recipes intended to simulate useful findings, and these
are derogativelyreferredto by the profession as "nonsenseregressions"(although
I could not find an equivalent of "puffer", regressor already having another
meaning).
Figure 1 presents (seasonally adjusted)quarterlytime-series data for the UK
over the period 1964(II)-1975(II) relating to the age-old and seemingly
unresolvedcontroversy concerning the effect of money (here personal sector M3)
on prices (here the consumer price index); the variables, denoted M and P, are
plotted on a logarithmic scale. Advance warning that "alchemy" may be present
could be gleaned from the letters to The Times, 4-6 April 1977, where Llewellyn
and Witcomb establish a higher correlationbetween annual inflation and cases of
dysentery in Scotland (one year earlier)than Mills obtained between inflation and
the rate of change of excess money supply (two years before).
The plot of M against P in Figure 2 seems to confirm their close relationship
(the correlation is over 0.99). Regression estimates of the explanation of P by M
yield the results in Figure 3; the fit is impressiveas M "explains"98 per cent of the
variation of P and has a "significant"coefficient (the quantitiesin parentheses are
estimated standard errors).' The residuals are systematic ratherthan random, but
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FIGURE 1

this so-called "nuisance"of autocorrelation(see Hendry and Mizon, 1978) can be
"eliminated"by suitably transformingthe equation to introduce lagged values of
the variables (i.e. by the values of the variablesin previous periods, denoted Mt_,
Pt-,): see Figure 4. The squared correlation is now 0.9985 but the money
variables no longer significantly influence P and a prediction test rejects the
constancy of the parameters of the equation. Evidently, we can make money
matter or not by appropriate specification of the model, and hence "(Self?)
deception"is easy by selecting whicheverfinding"corroboratesone's theory".
A second example will clarify this issue. Hendry's theory of inflationis that a
certain variable (of great interest in this country) is the "real cause" of rising
prices. I am "certain"that the variable (denoted C) is exogenous, that causality is
from C to P only and (so far as I am aware) that C is outside governmentcontrol
althoughdata are readily availablein governmentpublications.Figure 5 shows the
quarterly time series (seasonally unadjusted) and Figure 6 the cross-plot of P
against C (again in logs). There is evidently a close but nonlinearrelationship,and
regression analysis assuming a quadratic equation yields the results in Figure 7.
As earlier, there is a "good fit", the coefficients are "significant", but
autocorrelationremains and the equation predicts badly. However, assuming a
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first-orderautoregressiveerror process2 at last produces the results I anticipated
(see Figure 8); the fit is spectacular,the parametersare "highly significant",there
is no obvious residual autocorrelation (on an "eyeball" test), and the predictive
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test does not reject the model. My theory performsdecidedly betterthan the naive
version of the monetary one, but, alas, the whole exercise is futile as well as
deceitful since C is simply cumulative rainfall in the UK. It is meaningless to talk
about "confirming"theories when spuriousresults are so easily obtained.
Since correlaton does not entail any direction of causation, perhaps the rapid
inflation explains our wet weather? One must regret the omission of such an
importanttheory from the otherwise excellent History of the Theories of Rain by
Middleton(1965).
Doubtless, some equations extant in econometric folklore are little less
spurious than those I have presented.Before you despair at this hopeless subject,
the statistical problemjust illustratedwas analysed in one of its manifestationsby
Yule in 1926 and has been re-emphasized many times since (see in particular
Granger and Newbold, 1974). The crucial factor for my argumentis that before
doing these regressions the relevant theory enabled me to deduce what would
occur and hence to construct the desiredexamples on my first try-what could be
more scientific? We understandthis problem and have many tests for the validity
of empirical models (those just quoted duly fail two such tests3). We even have
theories that reveal that prediction need not be a powerful test of a model since
false models can manifest parameterconstancy (Hendry, 1980).
Such understandingis well past the stage of alchemy even if some editors can
be persuadedto publishon the basis of econometricfools-gold: caveat emptor,but
do not denigratethe whole subject. That modernchemistrycan explain alchemical
results is a confirmationof its scientific status, not cast into doubt by any modern
charlatanswho might use chemical theory to simulategold. The case for scientific
econometrics rests instead on best practice empirical work such as Sargan
(1964)-a precursor of many useful developments in recent econometrics. My
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discussion also highlights that an essential requirementof any useful model in a
non-experimental subject is that it can explain why previous false models
providedtheir observed results (Davidson et al., 1978).
To conclude this section, it must be stressed that none of the evidence
presented lends support to, or casts doubt on, any theory of aggregate price
determination,nor is it asserted that "nonsense"regressionsof the type illustrated
constitute the basis of the criticisms noted earlier,a point amplifiedbelow.
IV. ECONOMETRICS' PROBLEMS
To quote Patinkin (1976), "though not all of Keynes' criticisms were well
taken ... I find it somewhat depressingto see how many of them are, in practice,
still of relevance today". Forty years after Keynes wrote, his review should still be
compulsory reading for all who seek to apply statistical methods to economic
observations. Taken literally, Keynes comes close to asserting that no economic
theory is ever testable, in which case, of course, economics itself ceases to be
scientific-I doubt if Keynes intended this implication. However, his objections
make an excellent list of what might be called "problemsof the linear regression
model", namely (in modern parlance): using an incomplete set of determining
factors (omitted variables bias); building models with unobservable variables
(such as expectations), estimated from badly measured data based on index
numbers (Keynes calls this the "frightfulinadequacy of most of the statistics");
obtaining "spurious" correlations from the use of "proxy" variables and
simultaneity as well as (and I quote) the "mine [Mr Yule] sprang under the
contraptions of optimistic statisticians"; being unable to separate the distinct
effects of multicollinearvariables; assuming linear functional forms not knowing
the appropriate dimensions of the regressors; mis-specifying the dynamic
reactions and lag lengths; incorrectly pre-filteringthe data; invalidly inferring
"causes" from correlations; predicting inaccurately (non-constant parameters);
confusing statistical with economic "significance"of results and failing to relate
economic theory to econometrics. (I cannot resist quoting Keynes again-"If the
method cannot prove or disprove a qualitative theory and if it cannot give a
quantitativeguide to the future, is it worth while? For, assuredly, it is not a very
lucid way of describing the past".) To Keynes' list of problems, I would add
stochastic mis-specification, incorrect exogeneity assumptions (see Koopmans,
1950 and Engle et al., 1979), inadequate sample sizes, aggregation, lack of
structural identification and an inability to refer back uniquely from observed
empiricalresults to any given initialtheory.
That the subject is exceedingly complicated does not entail that it is hopeless.
Considerableprogress has been made on the technical aspects, such as studying
the consequences of the various problemsjust listed, designing means of detecting
these, developing methods that mitigate some of their ill effects or handle several
complications at once, and analysing the propertiesof estimatorswhen the sample
size is small (see Sargan, 1976; and Phillips, 1977, inter alia). Much of this
technical work is essential backgroundto understandingand correctlyinterpreting
empiricalfindings and, although some work may have turned out to be otiose in
retrospect,the ever-increasinglevel of techniqueis not a symptom of alchemy. To
borrow Worswick's phrase, whether or not "econometricescalation" is justifiable
will depend on whether it facilitates clearer findings or camouflages tenuous
evidence.
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Empirical practice has tended to lag behind the theory "frontier" with
unfortunate consequences. Well before the oil crisis, critics suggested that
macroeconometricsystems were seriously mis-specifiedand hence would manifest
predictivefailure if changes in the process generatingthe data merely altered the
correlation structureof the variables (see, for example,the discussion in Hickman,
1972). Many of the specification mistakes were obvious and relatively easy to
correct, and doing so might have helped to preventthe models failing so badly just
when they were most needed. Even so, that cataclysm and similar governmentinduced events are one of the few ways in which false models can be
rejected-econometrics may be the sole beneficiary from government
manipulationof the economy. Without wishing to look this particulargift horse in
the mouth, dare one suggest that controlled experiments could be more
informativethan inadvertentand uncontrolledones?
At the micro-level, experimentation is occurring (for example on diurnal
variation in energy consumption with changing tariff structures). Regrettably,
experimental"control"is proving elusive, especially for relativitiesand dynamical
and inertial patterns of behaviour. Despite such difficulties, experimentationin
economics merits far greater resources than the meagre financial ration currently
allocated by our political masters allows. This is not a criticism of the Social
Science Research Council, which has played a major role in supporting
econometric research in the UK from a very limited budget roughly equal to the
interest on the annual grant to the Science Research Council. As Leontief (1971)
expressed the matter, "the scientists have their machines while the economists are
still waiting for their data". To mention one constructive step, the collection of
panel data would be of very great assistance in testing economic theories at a
disaggregatedlevel.
Economic data are notoriously unreliable (see for example, Morgenstern,
1950) and in an important sense econometrics is little more than an attempted
solution to our acute shortage of decent data. Yet accurate observation is vital. To
take one important example, a variablelike "real personal disposable income" is
extremelydifficultto "measure"accurately and a constant price series of after-tax
"income" of the personal sector bears little relation to the economist's concept of
"income" (as defined, for example, by Hicks, 1939, Chapter 14). Unfortunately,
discrepanciesin measuringincome may have major policy implications.If income
is measuredusing real ratherthan nominalinterest rates to ensure that changes in
real wealth are equal to real income less real expenditure, then the ratio of
consumers' expenditure to adjusted income has not fallen particularly sharply,
unlike the ratio of the unadjustedseries (see Hendry and von Ungern-Sternberg,
1980). Thus, the savings ratio "properlymeasured"may not have risen at all. A
non-obvious converse is that the governmentmay not be in deficit. A recent Bank
of England study (Taylor and Threadgold, 1979), has done the appropriate
"inflationaccounting" at the macro-level,with dramaticresults: if the implicit tax
created by inflationeroding the real value of those financial assets that are public
sector debt is added to governmentrevenue, and subtractedfrom personal sector
savings, then the government has frequentlybeen in real surplus and the private
sector in real deficit (see their Table C).
One might anticipatethat the massive nominal borrowingby the public sector,
now apparentlythe main focus of government policy, has altered the "national
debt", and this expectation is quite correct-in a most surprisingway. Certainly,
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the nominal level of the debt has increased rapidly,but as Reid (1977) has shown,
the ratio of national debt to national income-which seems a sensible measure of
real public indebtedness-was in 1975 similarto the value prevailingat the end of
the last century and hence probably close to its lowest value since the Napoleonic
wars!
An implication of these two statistics (namely, the real government surplus
and the falling real debt ratio) is that the state of net governmentindebtedness to
the rest of the economy must have been changing. Hibbert (1979) has kindly
providedthe orders of magnitudethat he has recently calculated, and even with all
the usual caveats about definitionsand data accuracy, the numbers are stunning.
In 1957 the public sector was a net debtor to the tune of about 8 per cent of total
net national wealth; by 1966 it had become a net creditorto a similar extent, and
by 1975 the public sector owned 26 per cent of net national wealth. The statistics
mesh consistently and reveal enormous and very rapid real changes behind the
monetary veil. Such an outcome does not seem to have been an intended
consequence of any postwar governmentpolicy. Yet a furtherimplication of these
data is that the recession manifest in the currenthigh level of unemploymentmay
be due in part to the implicitgovernmentsurpluswith the Public Sector Borrowing
Requirement(PSBR) being a mere monetaryepiphenomenon.
The facts in this last conjecture are fairly well established, although the
interpretationand policy implications may not be unique. For my purposes, the
conjecture need not even be correct since my point is that attempts to reduce the
PSBR in the belief that it is a "cause" of inflationratherthan a "consequence"of
recession will impose major costs on society if that belief is mistaken. Would it
not have been worthwhile to devote rather greater resources to researching the
matter beforehand?Yet our governmenthas reduced the SSRC's budget-and in
its calculations of "average student costs" implicitly values the entire research
output of the university sector at zero. However little the governmentmight value
our theories or empirical evidence, to base policy on hope or belief really is
alchemy. Keynes, this time in his General Theory (1936, p. 383), provides the
most apt quotation: "Practical men, who believe themselves to be quite exempt
from any intellectual influences, are actually the slaves of some defunct
economist." I hesitate to continue his quote-but he did then say "Madmen in
authority, who hear voices in the air, are distilling their frenzy from some
academic scribblerof a few years back." Hopefully,that will not be the fate of this
lecture a few years hence.
Stretchingsomewhat my argumentabout the value of data, endless billions of
dollars have been spent on space explorationby the United States governmentjust
to collect a few observations of some lumps of rock and gas (with incidental
kudos, "technicalspin-off" and tenuous "defence"advantages).What government
anywhere has spent one-thousandth as much in deliberately observing
(experimentally or non-experimentally)or trying to understand an economic
system of at least equal importanceto our lives?
V. A

STRUCTURE FOR ECONOMETRICS

Econometricians are the natural critics of economists' empiricalfindings, and
although that is an easy way to make enemies, the counter-criticisms of
econometrics noted earlier are not simply the revenge of the aggrieved. However,
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their valid basis is not econometric alchemy but a misallocation of resources.
(This is not a new theme; for an earlier debate, see Orcutt (1952) and the
followingdiscussion.)
What should have become a relatively minor aspect of the subject, namely
deriving methods for estimating the parameters of known models, has been
accorded the centre of the stage as casual perusal of any current econometrics
textbook will confirm. The rapid development of computer speeds and storage
capacity should by now have relegated most of estimation theory to footnotes
about numerical approximations and refocused attention on all of the issues
surroundingmethodology, inference, model formulation and equation selection
(see Griliches, 1974; Leamer, 1978; and Mizon, 1977). We have responded as
quickly as Diplodocus used to move on a frosty morning and should remember
that the Saurischiaonce dominant are now extinct.
The economic system is the outcome of centuries of adaptive human
behaviour; agents seem to optimize their "state" given the environment, which
adapts in response both socially and physically. Econometricians conceptualize
this system as a complex nonlinear, interdependent,multivariate,disequilibrium
dynamical process dependent on agents' expectations and their adjustments,
subject to random shocks, and involving many phenomenathat are unobservable;
relevant time-seriesdata are inaccurate,exist for only short periods and for a few
major variables; economic theories are highly simplifiedabstractions usually of a
comparative static form invoking many explicit ceteris paribus clauses (with yet
others implicitly required),most of which are invalid in empirical applicationslittle wonder our macroeconometricrepresentationsare less than perfect.
This conceptualization is the real basis for Keynes' critique, but instead of
construingthe issue as one of "problemsfor the linearmodel", turn the matter on
its head and begin with a characterizationof the economy that does have the
relevant properties.As elsewhere,it may pay to take an overview to be simplified
if allowable ratherthan attemptto generalizea simple approachin many different
directions simultaneously. A crude schematic structure for econometrics is as
follows. To a first approximation,after suitablytransformingthe originalvariables
(with all nonlinearitiesallocated to identities),many data generationprocesses in
economics can be conceived of as (see, inter alia, Richard, 1980):
(1)

yt/z -N(Hzt,fQ)

(t = 1, ..., T)

where Ytis a vector of endogenous variables, zt iS a vector of all relevant past and
present information (so that E(yl/z,) = H7z,where E denotes the expectations
operator)and xt NI(p, T) denotes a variate that is normally and independently
distributed,with a mean of p and a covariance matrix of E. The parametermatrix
(HI,Ql)= P is taken as approximatelyconstant by working in a sufficiently large
(but assumed finite) dimensional parameter space. Normality is a convenient
fiction which restricts attention to sample informationin the first two moments of
the data, and independenceof successive observations is achievedby construction.
For sufficientlylarge T, accurate data and knowledge of both the requireddata
transformationsand the composition of zt, the enormous numberof parametersin
P could be estimateddirectlyusing the fact that (1) definesthe likelihood function:
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An "economic theory" corresponds to asserting that P depends on only a
smallernumberof parameters,denoted by the vector 8, and written as :4
P = f(8)
8e0
E
(3)
where 0 is the paramaterspace; if 8 is identifiable(i.e. uniquelyentailedby P) then
all hypotheses like (3) can be tested using the principledue to Wald (1943).
In terms of my discussion of "science", estimation of P hardly qualifies and is
far from providing a simple theory. A major role of equation (3) is to limit the
number of variables that have to be considered (which is a crude application of
Occam's Razor) but the real case against "measurementwithout theory" has been
powerfullypresentedby Koopmans (1949) in his well known debate with Vining.
Many of my present criticisms were noted by both parties to that debate.
Accepting that we must work within the best available economic theory
framework to contribute towards scientific knowledge, the econometric problem
arises because the scale of the model and the paucity of the available observations
preclude direct estimation of P (but see Sargent and Sims, 1977) and indeed of 8.
Attention is thereby focused on submodels and hence on the weak exogeneity
propertiesof the "regressor"variables in the submodels. If L(.) can be factorized
in terms of both data and parameterssuch that:
x 2
(8182) E
where
L(.) = L
zt)L
so that any changes in either 8, leaves the other unaffected (for a precise
statement, see Engle et al., 1979) and 82 are "nuisanceparameters",then L 1(.) can
be analysed separately from L2(.) (Koopmans, 1950). In such a case, Y2 is said to
be weakly exogenous for 8, and Y2t can be taken as given when analysing the
submodel that determines Ylt. One interestingimplication is that variables about
which agents form "rationalexpectations"cannot be taken as weakly exogenous,
since, by hypothesis, 61 depends on 82in such models.
Even assuming that no mistakes have been made in formulatingL,(.) and that
the dimensionality is tractable, it is still unlikely that detailed analysis of the
likelihood function will be feasible and some summarizationwill prove essential
(Edwards, 1972). Estimation theory concerns alternative rules of attaching
numbersto 61given the data, and this can be done in (infinitely)many ways which
can have very different properties. Nevertheless, the entire topic can be resolved
by noting that (for L = loge L):
(4)

(5)

=q1(81)

is an estimator-generatingequation in that other estimators can be interpretedas
approximations to solving ql(O1) = 0 (see Hendry, 1976, based on ideas
consideredby Durbin, 1963). Since computers have greatly alleviatedthe need to
choose approximationsthat minimize the computational burden, we may as well
solve for the most likely value of 81, i.e. 01 such that q1 (&1)= 0 and (Dq1/a1i)1i,
is negative definite (unless the likelihood function is such that the summarization
in (5) will be misleading).Inference is also almost entirely dependent on q(.) (see
for example, Rao, 1965, and Breusch and Pagan, 1980), so we can proceed to
other matters.
Additional problems which are less easily solved are, first, that at present f(8)
is based on an excessively idealized abstraction (which is more a guide to how the
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econometric model should look if the idealized state were to occur than a useful
set of restrictions for imposing on data), and, second, that the structure and
composition of zt are unknown. Thus we have "econometric modelling", that
activity of matching an incorrect version of (3) to an inadequaterepresentationof
(1), using insufficient and inaccurate data. The resulting compromise can be
awkward,or it can be a useful approximationwhich encompasses previous results,
throws' light on economic theory and is sufficiently constant for prediction,
forecasting and perhaps even policy. Simply writingdown an "economic theory",
manipulatingit to a "condensed form" (see Desai, 1979) and "calibrating"the
resulting parameters5using a pseudo-sophisticatedestimator based on poor data
which the model does not adequatelydescribe constitutes a recipe for disaster,not
for simulatinggold! Its only link with alchemy is self-deception.
As an illustration consider the transactions demand for money. In an
equilibriumworld with constant transactions technology and static expectations,
agents are assumed to keep a constant ratio between nominal (real) money and
nominal (real) income:
(6)

M/PY= K(.)

Between such worlds, K(.) will be lower if interest rates (r) or inflation (pb)are
higher,yielding, for example,
(7)

M=K*PYra(1+i)A

a,,B<0.

In spite of the strong assumptions, (7) embodies a number of useful ideas
(including independence from units of nominal variables) which it seems
reasonable to require of an econometric model's solved equilibrium form.
However, (7) is a demand schedule, not a behaviouralplan, and it is not sensible
to attempt direct estimation of acand ,B.Indeed, attemptingto do so for Ml yields
(see Hendry, 1980):
(8)

ln M, = 7.6 + 0*18 In Y, + 0.84 ln P -0. 12ln r, + 0. 17Aln P,
(0.76)
(0.02)
(0.17)
(2.9) (0.30)
d=0.9
T= 32 R2 = 0.75 S=0*019
X2(20) = 399,

where T is the sample size. Such results are uninterpretablesince d indicates
significant autocorrelation (so that the quoted standard errors are badly
downward-biased) and the model is rejected by the x2 (20) test for parameter
constancy. The results hardly "corroborate"the "theory", so we do not seem to
find a relationshipwhere one was anticipatedon grounds of "common sense" as
much as "economic theory". Restricting the coefficients of Y and P to be unity
increases S to 0.067 and lowers d to 0 45, so that "solution"can be rejected.Even
neglecting the possibility that (8) is just another "spurious regression", it is not
possible to decide whether or not the "theory" has been rejected since the model
obviously does not adequately describe the disequilibriumdata. Yet the dynamic
equation eventually chosen as a reasonablemodel of the same data series had S =
0. 13 and yielded the "equilibrium"solution:
(9)

ln (M/PY) = lnK*-0.38 ln r-3.67 ln (1 + p)
(1.98)
(0.12)

which is consistent with the hypothesized demand schedule. Moreover, the
long-run homogeneity postulates could not be rejected, nor could parameter
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constancy (which also tested the weak exogeneity assumptions concerning P, Y
and r) despite the obvious failureof (8).
My approach is admittedlyad hoc, since although "optimization"is a sensible
organizingprinciplefor economic theory, derivedmodels will be empiricallyuseful
only if the associated criteria functions adequately represent agents' decision
problems (that is, their objectives, costs and constraints).Present formulationsare
not entirely satisfactory. Consequently, my own empirical"researchprogramme"
has been to investigate modelling based on minimal assumptions about the
intelligenceof agents and the informationavailableto them, with maximal reliance
on data using "economic theory" guidelines to restrict the class of model
considered, as in the Mi example. Agents form contingent plans, but respond like
servomechanisms to changes in weakly exogenous variables (see for example
Phillips, 1954). The resulting feedback models mimic "rational" behaviour for
disequilibriumstates around an otherwise constant steady-state growth path, and
highlight features that seem worth incorporating in empirical time-series
equations based on tighter theoretical specifications. The approach is
complementary to both pure time-series analysis and theory-based quantitative
economics, and has as its next stage the introduction of expectational and
adaptivebehaviour so that agents can learn to react rationallyin non-steady-state
worlds. Fortunately, others are also successfully tackling modelling from an
economic theory viewpoint (see Nerlove, 1972) and, in particular, Muellbauer
(1979) has derived interesting empirical equations from explicitly dynamic
theories.
VI. Is

ECONOMETRICS ALCHEMY OR SCIENCE?

The ease with which spurious results could be created suggested alchemy, but
the scientific status of econometrics was illustrated by showing that such
deceptions are testable. In our rapidly changing world, undetected fallacies
quickly become positive instances of Goodhart's "Law" (1978) to the effect that
all econometric models break down when used for policy.
It is difficult to provide a convincing case for the defence against Keynes'
accusation almost 40 years ago that econometrics is statistical alchemy since
many of his criticisms remain apposite. The characterizationof science offered
earlier did not exclude econometrics a priori simply because of its inability to
conduct controlled experiments.But empiricalsubstantiationof the claim to be a
science does require the existence of credible evidence, namely findings that are
acceptableindependentlyof politicalbeliefs or preconceptionsabout the structural
form of the economy (for a related critiquefrom a systems theorist, see Kalman,
1979). The turbulence of the 1970s has greatly facilitatedthe rejection of "false"
models, and although we are a long way from producing "answers", striking
progress has been achieved since Keynes wrote, albeit at the cost of making the
subject highly technical and increasingly inaccessible to non-specialists (for an
interestingexposition,see Bray, 1979).
The alternativeclaim has been made by Hicks (1979, p. xi) that "as economics
pushes on beyond 'statics' it becomes less like science and more like history".
While this correctly highlights both the importance of the historical context and
the fact that there is only one realization of any economic time series, it does not
rule out a scientific approachto dynamic economics.
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Econometricians may well tend to look too much where the light is and too
little where the key might be found. Nevertheless,they are a positive help in trying
to dispel the poor public image of economics (quantitative or otherwise) as a
subject in which empty boxes are opened by assuming the existence of
can-openersto reveal contents which any 10 economists will interpretin 11 ways.
Whetheror not econometrics will prove to be more analogous to alchemy than
to science depends primarily on the spirit with which the subject is tackled.
Obviously, I cannot speak for how others will choose to use econometrics,
although I believe that at this School we have attempted to tackle the subject
scientifically. Hopefully, my examples may persuade you that such is at least
potentiallyfeasible. Far more rapid progress could be made if all empiricalstudies
would provide greatly improved test information to allow readers to correctly
judge plausibility. The three golden rules of econometrics are test, test and test;6
that all three rules are broken regularly in empirical applications is fortunately
easily remedied. Rigorously tested models, which adequately described the
available data, encompassed prevous findings and were derived from well based
theorieswould greatly enhance any claim to be scientific.
The study of what little econometric light we have is far from being an easy
option, especially as taught at this School; nevertheless, there can be few more
exciting or intellectuallyrewardingsubjects and I commend its study to you.
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NOTES
1

S and d respectively denote the equation standard error and the Durbin-Watson statistic. An
estimated coefficient is conventionally called significant if the interval of plus and minus two
standard errors does not include zero; in that case one can reject with approximately 95 per cent
confidence the hypothesis that the coefficient is zero. Since both coefficients and their standard
errors are estimated, and the numbers obtained depend on the method of estimation and the choice of
model, "significance" of coefficients can change radically with the equation specification, as indeed
occurs below.
2 That is where the residual in one period is proportional to the residual one period previously
plus a random variable; i.e., fi, = Au?t_l + e,, where fi2is the tth residual.
3 The two chi-squared values in Figure 8 are a (likelihood ratio) test for a common factor (xD
and a "Box-Pierce" test for residual auto-correlation (x21)respectively-see Sargan (1975), Mizon
and Hendry (1980), Pierce (1971) and Breusch and Pagan (1980)-both of which "reject" the
model specification.
4 It may be useful to have a "microeconomic foundation" for macroeconometrics but it is not
essential and may be counter-productive:"If it were necessary in the equations of hydrodynamics to
specify the motion of every water molecule, a theory of ocean wave would be far beyond the means
of 20th century science" (Wilson, 1979).
sOr, to quote Hicks (1979, p. xi): "decorated with least squares and confidence intervals".
6 Notwithstanding the difficultiesinvolved in calculating and controlling type I and II errors.
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